REEP ESL Curriculum for Adults

TESOL TECHNIQUES*

This section includes instructions for REEP's favorite ESL Techniques. Click on the links below to see a sample activity.

- Information Grid
- Information Gap
- Line Dialogue
- Problem Solving
- Dialogue Creation
- Roleplay
- Round Robin
- Simulation
- Total Physical Response
- Cinquain
- Pen Pal Dialogue Journal

For other tools and example application, see also in this curriculum:

- Instructional Planning > Needs Assessment
- Instructional Planning > Unit Planning
- Assessment > Assessing Life skills
- Assessment > Culminating Assessment

Professional Development - videos by REEP:
- Lesson Planning at REEP
- What is Grammar?
- Reading and Adult English Language Learners
- Line Dialogues
- Flashcards
- Total Physical Response (TPR)

Smartphones in Adult ESL Instruction - videos by REEP:
- Picture prompts and review
- Internet calling with Skype
- Instant polling with PollEverywhere
- Recording student presentations
- Pronunciation practice with audio recordings
- Showing progress with slideshows

Some techniques listed were adapted from Learn about the Language Experience Approach (LEA) at http://www.cal.org/caela/esl_resources/digests/HOLT.html